LMT 7
Multifunction Tester: Monitors, transmits,
informs, displays, saves
Advantages
The LMT 7 is an electronic, software-based yarn infeed meter.

■■

tion is measured and stated

It collects and processes production data from circular knitting
machines operating with continuous, positive feed of basic yarn

■■

Enables reproduction of the stored fabric specifications to

■■

Quick, simple and precise setting of uniform yarn infeed

be easily achieved

with or without elastane.
The knitting machine, yarn and feeder data needed for processing are stored in the Machine List, Yarn List and Feeder List
of the LMT 7 software. This enables the long and short term

values on multiple circular knitting machines
■■

one machine to another. Knitting calculations are simpler and
quicker because the tester gives an immediate read-out of yarn

Monitoring of elastane stretch between the feeders and
the needles. This prevents problems in downstream pro-

monitoring of production. It also makes it possible to reproduce
various fabric qualities, even when transferring production from

Better quality control. Any deviations from the specifica-

cessing and thus reduces the amount of fabric returns
■■

Accurate display of yarn infeed in mm/needle

■■

Test results can be saved or printed out

consumption. Eliminates the need for time consuming laboratory
testing.

ADVANCED KNITTING TECHNOLOGY

LMT 7: components
3 MPF IP, MER IP, measuring roller tower IP

Software
The LMT 7 software measures
the current yarn infeed and compares production data with data
recorded on previous production
cycles.

The MPF IP, MER IP and the
measuring roller tower IP
measure the belt speed by transmitting pulses per revolution to
the meter. On circular knitting
machines fitted with feeders by
other manufacturers, the belt
speed is measured by the measuring roller tower IP.

3

2

1

Parameters displayed
Yarn infeed length per machine revolution for up to 6
drive belts
■■ Yarn infeed length per needle
■■ Percentage by weight of
basic and elastane yarn used;
blended yarn percentages can
also be measured
■■ Yarn infeed rate deviations
compared directly to the reference fabric specification
■■ Fabric production per hour;
knitting machine rev/min
■■

1 ST adapter and terminal box
The ST adapter and the terminal
box function as the communications interface between the
LMT 7 software and the pulse
generators (MPF IP, MER IP and
measuring roller tower IP), the
infeed measuring wheel and the
machine cycle sensor.

2 Infeed measuring wheel
with magnetic stand
The infeed measuring wheel
measures the stretch of the elastane yarn between the feeder
and the knitting point.
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Technical Data
Operating system:

WINDOWS XP or higher

Power supply:

24 V AC +/- 15%, 50/60 Hz

Max. power absorbed:

< 10 W

ADVANCED KNITTING TECHNOLOGY

Applications
n

Circular knitting machines

Flat knitting machines

Sock machines

Warp knitting machines

Hosiery machines

Seamless machines
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